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ARE WE IN A SAFE ENVIRONMENT ?? 

Ever heard of people want a diseased life…No it’s our actions which brings us unhealthiness. 

Silicosis is the king of occupational disease. It’s known by even other names such as miner’s phthisis, 

Grinder’s asthma, Potter’s rot   and   its scientifically named 

Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, oh my god ever heard a name of disease is almost 50 

letters. As name  as  it’s greatness, it is almost caused by inhalation of silica dust. There are almost 100 

deaths in Karnataka per year 

Do you know the causes of silicosis?? 

Here let’s have some light on it: Construction work, tunnel work, masonry sand blasting, glass 

manufacturing, ceramics work, steel industry work, quarrying, stone cutting.  All these cause silicosis. 

How do we know that we are being attacked by  silicosis?? 

Heavy cough, fatigue, chest pain, weight loss, gradual darkening of skin etc. 

How to avoid silicosis?? 

Best way to prevent silicosis is to identify work place activities and to  filter  air through dry air 

filtering, not only work places even construction in school and colleges especially  in  colleges where 

construction is going on. To complete a building work  sometimes it takes more than the estimated time and 

during this time one has to expose lot of silica dust there by it affects our health. 

Minimum four to six hours of a day expose to silica dust one can feel the primary symptoms of 

silicosis. No disease  symptoms  are observed at an early condition  and by the time we found out its 

presence it could be too late. So it’s  better for  us to be ensure  our healthy life. 

Water a Poison 

Thinking why is the caption that the water is a poison………….. 

Where without water there is no life at all… Yes, we  all do agree that water is must need for every 

living and nonliving matter found on the earth. A normal man drinks 3.7 liters  and a women 2.7 liters  of 

water everyday,  talking about  other daily chores we empty over 1000liters of water storage tank in almost 

36 hours. 

Do you know water supplied to our homes by municipality has almost 2000 different types of toxic 

chemicals. This has made us owning a water purification system at every home without any second thought. 

Chemicals are added to tap water to purify , for drinking and cooking purpose in homes. Adding chlorine to 
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water is actually adding a poison to  the water we drink. Usage of chlorine may not show immediate effects 

in us but I think  we can  call it has slow poison, now I think  we need to change the title from poison to slow 

poison, Isn’t it? 

We take chlorine through water  in a small doses which increase  the risk  of cancer, heart disease 

and other health condition. Chlorine , Lead, Cryptosporidium are some of the toxins found in drinking water. 

Shocked……me too‼  

The irony is that the remedy that we have found  this problem is to use bottled water , where the 

other side government is banning the use of plastic. Just think about how drinking water filled in plastic 

container is safe as plastic bottle contains chemicals as well and  the water absorbs these chemical when it 

comes in contact with the container. This can lead to cancer as well. 

Now I think I have proved my title that water is definitely a poison. and it would be insane if I didn’t 

say you the formula to convert poison to less poison. 

It’s the carbon …..Yes, I did say carbon, best way to purify the water is to use carbon filter water 

purification system. We have heard about charcoal which is a form of carbon which intakes all the 

impurities around it. Thinking about cost it is much cheaper than chlorine purifiers .Even boiling water 

before consuming is also safe but not to complete extent. 

I conclude that drink pure water conserve and protect water bodies from chemicals, don’t use plastic  

and lead  a healthy happy long life. 


